My Inner Teacher, My Guardian Angel & My Guide
This amazing workshop is designed for anyone who truly desires
to communicate with the Divine Intelligence within. Discover,
perhaps for the first time, the silent, always present Inner
Teacher, who is on one hand your Guardian Angel, and on the
other, a patient Friend who knows the hardships and challenges
of life.

CD 1: The Dynamics of Inner Communication
How to recognize communication from your Inner Teacher. Inner guidance can be
practical, useful, and even scientific in nature. Understanding the Inner Self Helper, your
inner "survival mechanism." How the brain/mind works: a scientific approach.
Interpreting dreams and universal symbols as inspired messages from God.
CD 2: Recognizing Physical & Non-physical Teachers
How to make decisions based on logic and intuition. Responsible application of the
intuitive mind in a society dependent on analytical thinking. How to know the difference
between God's Will and your own personal will. Following psychic guidelines is as
important as adhering to the laws of our physical world. What steps do you take when
you establish contact with God? What type of communication can you expect from your
Inner Teacher?
CD 3: Familiarity Breeds Recognition
Discover the many ways communication from the Inner Teacher occurs. What can you
expect? Acquainting yourself with God's Presence is necessary to recognize and
discern messages from God. Writing letters to your Inner Teacher, making contact and
receiving messages. Is skepticism necessary? How to handle criticism and rational
denial.
CD 4: Knowing the Voices of Truth & Doubt
Belief systems structure the physical universe we experience. Change your belief
system and experience a different universe. Apply an ancient Chinese concept to
discern the voices of "truth" and of "doubt" during any channeled communication.
Discover the importance of offering your "first thoughts" to God.
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